
More water in our photo this month.  Water is indirectly on our minds these days – it seems 

there is not enough rain for the rice crops, and so in order to run the many irrigation wells, 

electricity is being directed from cities to these wells, leaving us in the city with more severe 

load shedding then usual.  That it coincides with a mini heat wave (32degrees, and 70% humidity) 

- just makes it worse.  We long for rain as it will make it cooler and we’ll get our electricity back!  

But we shouldn’t grumble too much, as we do want to have rice to eat later in the year.  
 

PRAISE 

 We had a good few days away in the south of the country just before Easter  
 The highlight of our Easter celebrations was being able to join hundreds of others for a 

sunrise service outside parliament.  
 Pat Jamison, a new Mission Partner has been granted a short term visa to enable her to come 

to Dhaka for language study.  Please also pray the paperwork will come through for her long 

term missionary visa.  

 Despite the rumours, the housing area where R lives was not damaged in any way.  We 

enjoyed meeting her friends and family last week when we visited for lunch. 

 

PRAY 

 The reorganisation of CBSDP continues to cause tension and worry to many staff.  Pray for a 

spirit of peace and unity in the office.  Also continue to pray for the new director and senior 

staff in making major decisions about CBSDP’s future. 

 Biswanath, one of the two senior colleagues David has worked with over the past 4 years left 

CBSDP at end March.  Please pray for him in his new job, and that a suitable replacement may 

be found.  

 Many people in Dhaka, especially the poorest, are suffering because of the ‘electricity crisis’.  

And water is not reaching some areas due to lack of power for pumping.  Pray for rains (the 

season of showers is almost over) and an end to the suffering of so many people.  
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